Abstract. In this paper, we proposed a method of calibrating the camera of smart phone based on web image. In order to achieve the goal, a website and the corresponding app are built: the website is used for displaying the calibrating pattern; the app is used to grab the image in real time and guide the user to rotate the smart phone so as to acquiring more precise parameters. Although the rough extrinsic parameters can be computed for the guiding procedure, the high computational complexity inhibits it from applying in the app. Instead, due to the regularity of the calibrating pattern-a chessboard, the vanishing points can be obtained by estimating the Intersection of parallel lines. The rotating angle can be roughly estimated by vanishing points. The proposed method can be applied in a number of different applications which need to calibrate the camera.
Introduction
Currently due to the rapid development of smart phones industry, image processing capabilities of smart phone has also been greatly improved, and the image processing algorithm used to run on PC to now can also run on the phone smoothly. These achievements provide the basic foundation for 3D reconstruction and scene recognition technology of augmented reality senior application the foundation. The 3D commercial advertisements based on augmented reality are proposed [1] , and a fascinating Interactive system which combines projector-camera and smart phone is introduced in [2] . In these applications, acquiring the accurate parameters of the camera is critical for good user experience which determines their commercial value. Traditional calibration method is using an especially manufactured cube as reference object [3] , which is not suitable for ordinary users because getting a precise cube is not convenient. Zhang Z proposed a flexible technique [4] that only requires the camera to observe a planar pattern shown at a few different orientations. Although Zhang's method is popular, as the pattern needs to be printed and stick on a flat surface, accomplishing the calibrating without the help of a printer is also impractical. Some researchers focus on automatic calibration technique, with the aid of orientation sensors, the intrinsic parameters can be computed using only two images [5] . However, the auto-calibration result are not satisfactory. An interesting trick of using a mirror to reflect the pattern showed on the screen of the smart-phone is analysis in [6] .
In our opinion, as the personal computer is so common that almost everyone has one whether the traditional desktop modal or the lap-top, and the high resolution screen guarantees the precision of displaying pattern, calibrating the camera based on the web image is a very natural idea. The task comprises three parts: building a website to display the pattern, developing the app run on the smart phone and explore the calibrating algorithm. The following sections of the paper show the details of our method.
Vanishing Point Calculation
In photogrammetry, the vanishing point is defined as the intersection of parallel lines, so the calibrating patter-chess board has two vanishing points: px and py. An easy way of obtaining the vanishing points is extracting the straight lines from image, but since there is the lens distortion the lines will bend and the result will not be optimal. Instead, the Harris corner detection method [7] is adopted. The base steps are as follows:
First, the calculate gradient of the image I:
Second, construct intermediate term A, B, C, and convolve them with gauss window w:
Where w is:
Finally, compute the eigenvalues of matrix M: 1  and 2  :
The size of 1  and 2  characterize the type which the point belong:
(both of them is small) or corner (both of them is large). The corners are distinguished by Eq. 5, where k is an empirical value. Through the above steps, the potential corners are filtered out, but the positions are not precise as they are discrete. Finer results can be achieved by local optimization as so-called sub-pixel. Fig. 1 left shows the corners extracted on a mages collected in real environment, the vanishing points are calculated by the corners near the border of the board. The extended lines may not intersect at one point, and the coordinates of vanishing point are calculated by linear difference.
Rough Pose Estimation
As a priori knowledge, the position of vanishing point is closely related with the inclination degree of the chessboard. Fig.1 right shows a simplified graphical representation, POPA indicates the long edge of the pattern, POPB indicates the short edge, PC and PD are midpoint of POPA and POPB respectively. Because ∠ POPyPA and ∠ POPxPB is very small, the ratio of midline and the corresponding edge can be treated as a fine approximation.
The value of two apex angles is used to evaluated the inclination and the result feedback to user to adjust the pose of phone. Since the final parameters of intrinsic matrix are computed by local iteration, variety of the pose may reduce the risk of falling into local optimum, the criterion T as Eq. 6 shows is used to indicate whether to continue adjusting the pose. T should remain above a reasonable threshold.
The ratio is multiplied with the length value of edge in image, as pattern should not keep away from camera too far, Rx×Ry denotes the screen resolution.
T=P P / R *P P / P P P P / R *P P / P P x y y x  (6) Fig. 2 shows a subset of data of the T and the rotating angle of the chessboard. The rotating angle show in the right table is rough estimated, and according to experiment result, T adopted 0.1 as the threshold to remind user adjust the pose. The images acquired below the threshold are not used to evaluating the intrinsic matrix except for the situation that the phone screen is parallel to the PC screen. 
Evaluating Intrinsic Matrix
The intrinsic matrix is evaluated by the similar method of Zhang [4] . Given an image of the model plane, an homography can be estimated using the data of corners extracted in the previous step. As the rotation matrix component is orthonormal, two basic constraints can be deduced as follows:
where A denotes the intrinsic matrix and H denotes the homography matrix. If the grabbed images greater than 2, the parameters of A can be computed explicitly using the constraints in Eq. 7. However, as the image points are corrupted by independent and identically distributed noise, not to mention there is visible lens distortion, especially the radial components, the result needs to be refined by maximum-likelihood estimation. Eq. 8 shows the function to be minimized. 
Because most of the PC screen is more than 14 inches, it is large enough to acquire certain precise intrinsic matrix parameters. It has been confirmed by real environment that the precision can be compared with that using the printed calibration pattern.
Conclusion
A method of calibrating smart phone camera is introduced in this paper. A webpage should be created to show the calibration pattern, and the corresponding calculation steps are illustrated. The method providing an easier way to get intrinsic parameters of smart phone camera to support the advanced CV application. There are some residual problems, such as the severely uneven illumination or the certain screen's special border pattern affect the accuracy, which should be solved in future works.
